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Presentation Notes
Last September, Marlene Mendonsa and I took a ferry to St Peter Port on Guernsey. Guernsey was an ideal destination to explore and learn much more about the German occupation on this particular island. I will focus on four topics: (1) Why abandonment & then Occupation of Guernsey?   (2) What was the Occupation like?  (3) Why & how did the Germans build an Island Fortress? And finally, (4) a look at memorials for the victims. At the end of the presentation I have additional slides with short video clips, as well as look at book and movie recommendation and my list of sources. 



The Channel Islands
Included the Bailiwick of Guernsey & Bailiwick of

Jersey along with smaller islands: Alderney, Sark, Herm,

Lihou, Jethou, and Brecghou. In June 1940 they

become part of ‘Hitler’s Island Madness’
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Presentation Notes
What and where are the Channel Islands? Why does this archipelago have a long connection to England? The islands are dependencies of the British crown (and not strictly part of the United Kingdom), having been so attached since the Norman Conquest of 1066, when they formed part of the duchy of Normandy. This comprised four main islands, Guernsey being the largest, then Jersey, Alderney, and Sark, along with lesser islets Herm and Lihou, and a labyrinth of rocks and reefs. They are administered according to local laws and customs, being grouped into two distinct bailiwicks of Guernsey and Jersey, with differing constitutions. Unfortunately in June 1940 the war reached the Channel Islands and they became a part of “Hitler’s Island Madness”, and by 1944 this was the “most fortified place in the world.” 



Channel Islands De-Militarized & Abandoned by 
British War Cabinet in June 1940

Germans arriving in St Peter Port, Guernsey on 
June 30, 1940

Brits: “ABANDON”. . . Not 
strategic!

Germans: Strategic ! .  .  . 
“OCCUPY”

CAUSE EFFECT

I

Why Abandonment & Then Occupation? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The German military objective was two-fold: occupy islands in order to build the Atlantic Wall as defensive barrier and to use islands to stage Operation “See Loewe”—the invasion of Britain“Abandon”: After the catastrophic evacuation from Dunkirk, Churchill’s new government had a real dilemma: stay and defend the islands, or abandon in order to save men and materiel and fight another day?   Britain believed they did not have the military might to defend an area of no strategic value. Thus, all military men and materiel began withdrawing on 17 June. But what about the 100,000 citizens? If ships could be found, could these civilians also be evacuated, or would these citizens just become more “useless mouths to feed?” Britain was already burdened with refugees from the continent.The island governments had just enough time to evacuate those who were willing to leave the islands immediately including men of military age and  4/5 of the school-age children. Approximately 25,000 left, while 66,000 remained—41,000 on Jersey, 24,429 on Guernsey, with very few on Sark and Alderney. Since the island was now demilitarized, it was thought that those who remained would not be a threat to German occupiers. But would this be the case?  Local government and police were ordered immediately to take over the job of security and to destroy military fixtures or airfields that might be useful to the enemy, but not defend. “Occupation: On June 28th, a bombing raid struck St Peter Port harbor—the German early reconnaissance was wrong—the trucks on the wharf were not military but actually carried tomatoes (the major crop raised on Guernsey) which was being loaded onto a ship. Thirty-seven civilians were killed. Not a good beginning! On June 30th, 1940 the Germans arrived and off-loaded troops, equipment, trucks, etc. 



II. Occupation brought new rules . . .

• “Shared” governance:  Guernsey 
Controlling Committee to assist 
German Kommandant

• Imposition of strict new rules 
brought life-changing conditions

Guernsey Controlling Committee

II

Kommandant
Graf von 
Schmettow
served 3 times 
in the Channel 
Islands
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Second, what was the Occupation like for the Guernsey citizen? Not only were these islands non-strategic and represented an indefensible situation for the UK, but for the Germans (although they probably did not admit it) would the islands also became a “burden”. Initially the Germans who served here, found this to be an idyllic situation compared to being engaged in combat elsewhere.Before the arrival of the Germans, local governance was simplified. As there was now no full legislature or lieutenant-governors, the bailiffs took over these civil affairs. They needed to be able to take swift executive action, so a smaller version of legislative government—the Controlling Committee was adopted.   At the beginning of the occupation, the German kommandant issued an order in Guernsey. It stated that laws passed by the legislatures would also have to be given assent by the kommandant and that German orders were to be registered as legislation. The civil courts would continue in operation, but German military courts would try breaches of German law.   The Channel Islands was the only British territory Hitler ever conquered and occupied. Those who remained suffered five years of deprivation; they lost most of their land, belongings, food and freedom. One could say they were gob smacked with the new situation: there were restrictions on fishing, club meetings and the singing of patriotic songs. In addition, the time zone was changed to Berlin time; vehicles (for those who still had one) were to drive on the right side of the road, not the left. Citizens were no longer allowed to approach the coastline (as shown in this map) day or night,  all citizens were registered, houses were requisitioned for officers, livestock was seized to feed the occupiers; German language was taught in the elementary schools. There was no freedom of speech, no more than three people could meet together, no exporting of goods. There were imposed curfews as well as required identity cards. Locals were forced to sell their vehicles. To add insult to injury, islanders were also to pay the expenses incurred by the resident Germans for food, transportation and lodging!  



Cooperation or resistance?

‘V’ for victory painted all over island as form of 
disobedience, but a German added a wreath underneath. 
The Germans offered  ₤25 reward to informers of those who 
painted these ‘V’sGuernsey citizen’s identity card

II
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More and more German troops were sent to the Channel Islands until there was one German soldier for every three inhabitants, making the Channel Islands the most heavily guarded of any occupied territory.  Consequently, in such small confined areas, resistance was difficult and minimal. All citizens were required to register and carry a pass. An example is on the left of a citizen’s registration book.In the center is a rock with a ‘V’ painted on. This is one example of some “petty” resistance—painting “V’s” for victory was popular, but hardly made an impact. The Germans did have a bit of humor, though & added laurel wreaths under the V’s.  German rules and regulations may have been the bane of the locals, but the mounting pressure on food and ration supplies was worse. Shops lacked goods—unless they came from other continental occupied countries—and most items were strictly rationed. Much of what was grown on Guernsey was exported—leaving little for the residents. Guernsey women lined up for hours in queues to get a few cabbage leaves or other essentials.



What are citizens to do? 
Commander of German forces 
in France, Stülpnagel had 
ideas!

Consequences could be 
severe:

II
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All the islands were under martial law—and acts “against the safety of the Army of Occupation” were punishable according to the decrees of Martial Law by Sentence of Death.  There was no power of appeal according this proclamation. “Your destiny and your welfare is in your own hands!”  The document on the right served as a reminder to behave: Francois Scornet was executed. He was from the town of Ploujean. He was born May 25, 1919 and he was executed Mar 17, 1941 for “willfully supporting England in the war against the German Empire”. 



Cooperation was essential . . . II

April 1941 . . . “Notice”  
regarding act of sabotage . . . 
Soldiers went “missing”
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In April 1941, acts of sabotage were also punished. Notice of this was published in both German and English in the Guernsey Evening Press.  Curfew hours were typically from 10 PM to 7 AM . . . And if acts of sabotage are discovered, “considerably stricter measures will be taken”. The Controlling Committee had to work hand-in-hand with the local German commander. In November 1941, the document in the middle details the procedures for billeting officers in local homes. For any property owner or evacuee’s house that has been requisitioned, removal of possessions was forbidden.  In the flyer on the right, a “missing” German soldier was also of concern to the authorities. Here is a “polite” request for information—a reward was promised! This might be attractive to a local who no longer had money in their bank account or steady income. 



Biased Local Press, Underground 
“V” Press & Liberation Press

Instructions 
from German 

officer to Editor 
of The Star 

Typed “V” or Underground Victory Press  newspaper. This 
was established by GUNS (Guernsey Underground News 
Service) by Frank Falla (more later on Falla)

II
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“On Guernsey, there were two approved newspapers—the Star and the Evening Press. The islanders realized they were heavily censored and full of propaganda. These were published only a few days a week—and even less often when gas and electricity cuts hampered operation later in the war.The letter of January ‘45 (left) was issued by the “Schmidt-Walkhoff, Oberleutnant” upon orders of the “German Supreme Command” from the “Fuhrer’s Headquarters”. He forbad the publisher to “compare circumstances on Guernsey to Jersey”, to use valuable gas to warm a meal, or to make any reference to economic conditions, the food situation or any Red Cross matters and publication of any items of this nature.”   “As a further measure of economy both the Evening Press and The Star must use larger type especially for advertisements, which should as far as possible be set by hand.”  “The Press also had another problem—it found itself without special characters for the German language, and had to spell them out in full as best it could.”  How inconvenient!The small typed sheet in the center represents the efforts of GUNS or the Guernsey Underground News Service. This was produced by Frank Falla and his brave colleagues, who risked deportation and death if caught.  Falla listened to his hidden radio, typed up the war news, then distributed a page-long newsletter. It was a lifeline for many islanders and helped morale. Unfortunately, Falla was informed upon, arrested and deported to a prison in northern Germany. He was eventually liberated by the Americans in 1945.  



Life Under the Occupation

• Diary around Christmas when many were close to starvation in 1944. (Food had begun to 
run short in 1941) . . .”I’m getting downhearted”

• “₤10 Reward . . .will be paid for information on person who raided . . . and stole vegetables and 
poultry.”

• Some local women had affairs with the Occupiers . . . 

Brandeis University Archives: The 
scrapbook, made by “W.T. Oliver, 8 Rouge-
Val Road, St Johns, Guernsey

Diary in Guernsey Museum

Photo Album in Guernsey Museum

II
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Two plus years into the occupation, life became increasingly more difficult. Citizens lost jobs and there were few non-German employers. Food, fuel, and medicines became increasingly more scarce and consequently, crime increased. The hardest times for the civilians was during the winter of 1944-45. Fortunately many were saved from starvation by efforts of the Red Cross in Switzerland that sent SS Vega with the first Red Cross parcels to the islands.In this diary pictured here, a lady’s copious notes detail daily struggles.  A highlight for her was the arrival of these Red Cross parcels.  Shop shelves were virtually bare of necessities and food grown locally was shipped off to the German forces in France and elsewhere. “Sun. 31st. The greatest day in Guernsey’s history since the Occupation. All Guernsey folk turned out in any contraption that could be drawn by a horse or on bicycles to collect their parcels. . . .We did not have to wait for our parcels we just went and got them. When we opened them our hearts were too full for words. They each all four of them contained 1 tin of corned beef, 1 tin of sardines, 1 tin of KAM (ham), 1 lb. tin of butter, 1 tin of jam, some cheese, 7 oz. of raisins,  6 oz. of prunes, 1 lb. of biscuits, 5 oz. of chocolate, 1 tin of milk powder, ½ lb. of tea and ½ lb of sugar.”   Desperation for food led to stealing or poaching. The small notebook (in the middle) shows a note: “₤10 Reward will be paid for information leading to the conviction and imprisonment of the person who raided La Colombelle grounds in the evening of 24th November and stole Vegetables and Poultry.” Another artifact in a Guernsey museum is a photo album. This tells another story—most of the men on the islands of military age had left with the evacuation—so it is not surprising that some of the local lasses found love with smartly uniformed officers—much like Unterofficer Paul Schlimbach in this photo. Freda met him in 1941 and how she faired after liberation can only be guessed, but she eventually married Paul in 1947. Her family donated her album to the museum.. 



Guernsey: La Collinette Hotel & 
German Signals HQ

III
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Our hotel, which was a surprise to us, was also the site of the German Naval Signals Station. Their listening apparatus was initially located in the hotel’s attic, but eventually moved to a purpose-built bunker in the back yard. The Germans picked this building because it was situated on the highest hill above St Peter Port. Later, the threat of Allied bombs led to the construction of their fortified bunker. Late in 1941, Hitler decided to begin fortifying the islands. 



Underground German Signals Station
at  La Collinette Hotel

The construction itself was a triumph of 
engineering, slave labor and shuttering.

III
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The listening station was an elaborate facility. At the end of the war, its contents were stripped out, but not much could be done with the concrete bunkers. In the 1970s and 1980s the former German commander of this facility returned for a visit—he was helpful in providing intimate details about where fixtures and desks were located. He was also greeted by adults whom he had known as young school children during the war. Not all Germans were Nazis and many tried to be friendly to the populace. (He hid his revolver prior to surrender in 1945. It was discovered hidden in a wall in the 1990s.)



Guernsey, Alderney & Jersey

The islands were the only British territory to endure German occupation during WW2.
Anticipating invasion, some 30,000 of the islands’ then 104,000 residents evacuated before the
arrival of German forces at the end of June and beginning of July 1940.

St Peter Port on Guernsey

German FLAK 
map coverage 
for three islands

III
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The Germans saw strategic value for their forces on the Channel Islands. They could turn the islands into an impregnable fortress as part of the Atlantic Wall and also provide a staging area for the invasion of Britain which was planned for Sept 1940.   Each of the islands had a specific military purpose—whether target or landing practice.  Alderney, with all civilians removed, become the most heavily fortified of the islands.Hitler also realized the islands needed protection from invasion.  Therefore he planned defensive construction with  reinforced concrete walls for hospitals, bunkers, fortifications, and observation towers. Because local men, cited the Hague Convention and thereby refused to assist the enemy, slave labor was imported. It is estimated that up to 16,000 laborers were brought to the Channel Islands. 



Establishing Military Facilities on Guernsey: 
A Hospital, but at what cost?

Eastern European POWs built facility 
which was used only a few months

III
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Photos of this purpose-built underground hospital do not give the entire picture—one also needs to physically spend time in the tunnels to feel the all-permeating, bone-chilling damp. No wonder the facility was deemed unhealthy for patients and abandoned after three months. Slave laborers worked on both the hospital and adjoining ammunition storage area—which comprised an amazing 75,000 square feet—the largest structure on Guernsey!In the haste to complete the structure, not all was built to perfection. Note the worker’s foot prints left in unset concrete. If a laborer died on the job, it was also easier to be bury them under wet concrete than to dig a grave topside. Slave labor was used on the re-enforced building projects: the Listening Station, observation towers, trenches and gun emplacements. 



Island Fortress: great scenery, but bleak 
posts with little action III
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Windswept coast is an understatement! The German forces had to patrol the coastline in all kinds of weather, keep large flak and other guns operational. The Channel Islands were indeed fortresses and for good reason were intentionally “overlooked” by the Allies on D-Day 1944. If the Germans were defeated on the continent, then those isolated on the Channel Islands would eventually surrender. 



Coast Watch & Defenses
Pleinmont Tower at Torteval

III
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At Torteval, the 5-story range-finding tower of Pleinmont was constructed and hi-tech viewing equipment was installed. Another tower was proposed, but not completed, so that there would be a more accurate reading on passing ships. The improved optical equipment however made a second tower unnecessary. The observation towers worked in conjunction with the large gun at Batterie Dollmann which could send a projectile up to 14 miles.



Cost: POWs as Slave 
Labor

List of Russian POWs buried on Alderney or dumped into the sea

Was Guernsey 
and the 

Occupation worth 
it for the 

Germans? 

“The Atlantic Wall [in Normandy and northward] could have been 
doubled in strength, so far as excavated works are concerned, had 
the resources devoted to the islands been retained on the 
mainland.”

IV
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Foreign prisoners and slave laborers were brought to the Channel Islands. In order to build these projects, this required German organization. There were numerous labor camps on Jersey, Guernsey, and Alderney. All run by the Nazi Organization Todt.  The Todt workers were not strictly ‘slave workers’ as they are frequently described, because some were actually volunteers. Most were forcibly recruited, but were paid and not generally ill-treated. Many of the slave workers were citizens of the Ukraine in the Soviet Union. During the height of construction there were 16,000 foreign workers in the islands.Was the occupation of Guernsey and the other Channel Islands worth it in the long run for the Germans? No—The drain on German resources to build fortifications was enormous. In addition thousands of land mines were planted on all the islands—including 54,000 on Guernsey alone. Too much emphasis was put on protecting the islands. “At the end of January 1944 the fortifications had taken 484,000 cubic meters of reinforced concrete, compared with 6,100,000 cubic meters for the whole rest of the 2,000-mile Atlantic Wall which ran along coast of Normandy all the way up to northern tip of Norway. Another waste was manpower. One-twelfth of all Wehrmacht resources were spent protecting the islands could have been spent elsewhere. Had the materials and labor thus squandered been devoted instead to strengthening the Atlantic Wall elsewhere, it would have been about 10 percent stronger over the whole of its length: this could have made some difference in the progress of the Allies in 1944. The imbalance is remarkable. At the beginning of 1944 the Atlantic Wall involved the excavation of 255,000 cubic meters; at the same date 244,000 cubic meters had been excavated in the Channel Islands. In other words, 8% of the entire Atlantic Wall was poured in the islands and the islands had “more guns than the neighboring 600 miles of coast in Normandy”. The Atlantic Wall could have been doubled in strength, so far as excavated works are concerned, had the resources devoted to the islands been retained on the mainland. Furthermore, the effort in the islands was disproportionately costly in men and materials because many ships carrying them were sunk in the hazardous passage from France.   https://movie.visitguernsey.com/fortification.html



Press & Liberation, May 9, 1945
IV
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On 8th May 1945, Churchill announced the end of the war in Europe, and the Islands of Guernsey were freed on the following day. For 75 years, Liberation Day for Guernsey has been celebrated on 9th May, while Jersey and Sark islands celebrate a day later. These festivities give islanders a chance to rejoice in their freedom and reflect on those who had to endure everything that the Occupation brought with it. US / UK forces arrived May 9, 1945 and exchanged food and supplies for German POWs. This year would have been the 75th anniversary, but the celebration was only virtual. [see end slide]



Memorial to 
those who 
protested & 
resisted

Harbor Memorials 
to Citizens of 

Guernsey 
IV
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If one searches the names on these plaques, in some cases Guersey and/or holocaust records provide details. I searched for Florence Marr and Marianne Grunfeld and discovered their unique stories. 



“Cost” of Occupation for Guernsey

Marianne Grunfeld

Deportations of Islanders

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deportations_from_the_German-
occupied_Channel_Islands

IV
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Twenty-three hundred ordinary Channel Island residents were sent to Germany in retaliation for Germans incarcerated in Persia (Iran) by the British. Jews were deported such as Grunfeld who had come in 1940 from Poland to Guernsey to help in the dairy industry. In 1942 all residents of the Channel Islands who were not born in the islands, as well as those men who had served as officers in World War I, were to be deported. Since the 1980s, stories about the islanders’ wartime experiences have publicized on screen and in books. One recognizable book, The Guernsey and Literary Potato Peel Pie Society led to a movie of the same name. In the 1980s a popular series was Island at War and the most recent movie, Another Mother’s Son, has had great reviews; the later portrays the much darker side of the occupation on Jersey.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deportations_from_the_German-occupied_Channel_Islands


Suggested Reading, Movies & Channel Island Websites

Recommended Books

Simon Hamon, Voices from the 
Past: Channel Islands Invaded
Frontline Books (2015)

“This story came from the mouths and pens of 
those who lived through the occupation”

Charles Cruickshank, The German 
Occupation of the Channel 
Islands History Press (2009)

Video Clip & Websites of Interest
• Liberation Day events 2020 (video)
https://www.visitguernsey.com/heritage75

• German Underground Hospital
http://www.germanundergroundhospital.co.uk/

• Nazi Occupation of the Islands of Guernsey
https://www.historic-uk.com/HistoryUK/HistoryofBritain/Nazi-Occupation-Channel-
Islands-WWII/

• Deportations from the German-occupied Channel Islands
http://www.museums.gov.gg/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=113836&p=0

• The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society (from book) on Netflix
https://www.netflix.com/title/80223371

• About Movie: Another Mother’s Son: 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-4344518/Another-Mother-s-Son-
gripping-story-Jersey-WWII.html

• Link for list of more Channel Occupation books:
https://www.goodreads.com/list/show/35097.Stories_of_the_German_Occupation_of
_the_Channel_Islands

Continued . . . 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for allowing me to share our 2019 visit to Guernsey. I discovered in preparing this talk that there are now some incredible resources on line should you want to learn more. Please go to the last slides for useful links. Following our Steve’s presentation, I am happy to take a few questions, time permitting.Simon Hamon’s book Voices from the Past is an outstanding resource since it relies on oral and written history account by those who lived through the Occupation.  The second recommended resource, if great detail is required, is Cruickshank’s The German Occupation of the Channel Islands.In addition to these resources, coming October 2020 is a new book, Victims of Nazi Persecution from the Channel Islands, which explores the fight and claims for recognition and legitimacy. This is based on recently discovered documents belonging to Frank Falla who interviewed citizens post war about their resistance activities. 

https://www.visitguernsey.com/heritage75
http://www.germanundergroundhospital.co.uk/
https://www.historic-uk.com/HistoryUK/HistoryofBritain/Nazi-Occupation-Channel-Islands-WWII/
http://www.museums.gov.gg/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=113836&p=0
https://www.netflix.com/title/80223371
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-4344518/Another-Mother-s-Son-gripping-story-Jersey-WWII.html
https://www.goodreads.com/list/show/35097.Stories_of_the_German_Occupation_of_the_Channel_Islands


FOR MORE DETAILS GO TO “VISIT GUERNSEY” WITH ADDITIONAL CLIPS

Invasion: https://movie.visitguernsey.com/invasion.html

Fortifications:  https://movie.visitguernsey.com/fortification.html

Slave Labor: https://movie.visitguernsey.com/fortification.html

Evacuation etc.: https://movie.visitguernsey.com/evacuation.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very useful links via Travel to Guernsey

https://movie.visitguernsey.com/invasion.html
https://movie.visitguernsey.com/fortification.html
https://movie.visitguernsey.com/fortification.html
https://movie.visitguernsey.com/evacuation.html


Selected Bibliography & Online Sources
Charles Cruickshank, The German Occupation of the Channel Islands History Press (2009)

Simon Hamon, Voices from the Past: Channel Islands Invaded
Frontline Books (2015)

Photos, (unless otherwise credited) were taken  by me in Sept. 2019 while visiting Guernsey

Websites: 
• Liberation Day events 2020 (video)  https://www.visitguernsey.com/heritage75

• German Underground Hospital  http://www.germanundergroundhospital.co.uk/

• Nazi Occupation of the Islands of Guernsey
https://www.historic-uk.com/HistoryUK/HistoryofBritain/Nazi-Occupation-Channel-Islands-WWII/

• Deportations from the German-occupied Channel Islands
http://www.museums.gov.gg/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=113836&p=0

• About Movie: Another Mother’s Son: 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-4344518/Another-Mother-s-Son-gripping-story-Jersey-WWII.html

• Link for list of more Channel Occupation books:
https://www.goodreads.com/list/show/35097.Stories_of_the_German_Occupation_of_the_Channel_Islands

One of the main passages off 
the main square in St Peter Port

Video clip: Another Mother’s Son  go to: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Va6mILX4dk

75th Anniversary Liberation of Guernsey wreath laying  go to:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2OWbx4pE2cc&feature=youtu.be

Gilly Carr and Resistance Movement “Forgotten Heroes” go to: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EHEHvUAI_B8

https://www.visitguernsey.com/heritage75
http://www.germanundergroundhospital.co.uk/
https://www.historic-uk.com/HistoryUK/HistoryofBritain/Nazi-Occupation-Channel-Islands-WWII/
http://www.museums.gov.gg/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=113836&p=0
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-4344518/Another-Mother-s-Son-gripping-story-Jersey-WWII.html
https://www.goodreads.com/list/show/35097.Stories_of_the_German_Occupation_of_the_Channel_Islands
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Va6mILX4dk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2OWbx4pE2cc&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EHEHvUAI_B8
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